Hooray for Fish!

Lucy Cousins
Hello! I am Little Fish, Swimming in the sea. I have lots of fishy friends. Come along with me.
Hello, hello, hello, hello, fish,
red, blue
and yellow fish.
Hello, spotty fish.

Stripy fish,
happy fish,

grumpy fish.
One, two, three...
How many can you see?
Hello, ele-fish,

shelly fish.
Hello, hairy fish,
scary fish,
eye fish, shy fish, fly fish, sky fish.
Hello, fat and thin fish.
Hello, twin fin-fin fish.
Curly Whirly,

twisty twirly,
upside down.

Round and round.
But where's the one I love the best, even more than all the rest?
Hello, Mum.
Hello, Little Fish.

Kiss, kiss, kiss, Hooray for fish!